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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter presents conclusions and suggestions. 

5.1 Conclusions 

This study was proposed to answer whether or not there was a significant 

correlation and the influences between  language aptitude and English proficiency 

of the undergraduate EFL students of UIN Raden Fatah Palembang. First, from 

each category of language aptitude such as (LLAMA_B, LLAMA_D, 

LLAMA_E, and LLAMA_F) only language aptitude_E or LLAMA_E have 

correlated to students English proficiency. Second, only LLAMA_E had an 

influence on English proficiency of the undergraduate EFL students of UIN 

Raden Fatah Palembang. 

 

5.2. Suggestions    

There are some suggestions. Fisrt, the students have to learn to recognize 

and sharpen their talent in learning English language by taking courses and 

practicing the language skills continuously in everywhere they are. 

The teacher should establish and expand joyful, fun and comfortable 

classroom in order to make the students more interested in English class which 

can encourage their language aptitude and help them to achieve better proficiency. 
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The students should get opportunities to use language unlimitedly in the 

language class by applying many of interesting learning strategies, techniques or 

games, so that the students can maximize their talent in learning English. 

Finally, these research findings are also expected to inspire the next 

researchers to investigate about language aptitude correlated with the other 

individual factors on students, and to give meaningful input for both practical and 

theoretical development of TEFL and TESOL in general. Besides, based on the 

results of my research, it shows that among categories of  language aptitude and 

English proficiency had a significant correlation and significant influences, but it 

uses a small sample of 30 people. It is expected that, future researchers will use 

more samples so that the result will be more representative. In addition, to get a 

depth understanding on how language aptitude influences English proficiency, it 

is expected that future researchers will employ interview as instruments. 


